GRANDSTAND (CONTINUING)
APEX INSERTS (CONTINUING)
WALES v. SCOTLAND
Commentary by Bill McLaren
FOOTBALL: BBC 2 MATCH OF THE DAY - BRISTOL CITY - MANCHESTER CITY
C.B. From Bristol
Report by Kenneth Wolstenholme
APEX INSERTS (VT/4S/31536)
EUROPEAN ICE DANCING CHAMPIONSHIPS
Commentary by Alan Weeks
(First transmitted on 4.2.1966)

FACILITIES
Captions: A. Wurmer
Race results facilities: Exchange Telegraph
Stills: Sport and General
Late R.U. Results: Hils Welsh Press
Information: T. Hardwick
A. Hadcock
R. Haddock
E. Thompson
R. Jepson

FILM SEQUENCES USED
BBC STOCK FILM
Footage: 21' sound 16mm (Titles)
11/4' sound 16mm (Titles)
5/4' sound 16mm (Rugby Union)

BBC SPECIALLY SHOT
Footage: 419' sound 16mm (Boxing (73/1/6/22)
61/4' sound 16mm (Boxing - Clay)
431' sound 16mm (Cricket)

RECORD DUBBED ON TAPE
Signature tune (Opening and Closing) Harmonic CBL 383
News Scoop (Les Stevens) C'133''
Symphonic Orchestra 00'12''

MUSIC FOR ICE SKATING (Private recordings)
(No further details available) 03'10''

17.05.50-17.14.45
See separate sheet for: Kirk O'Shotts, Maldrum, Thrumster, Orkney,
Rosemarkie, Shetland, Divis, Londonerry

17.14.45
CLOSER/NARRATION
CRYSTAL PAL. C.C.: WENVE AND RO:RIDGE OPT OUT WITH BBC 2 TRAIL
HOLME MOSS OPT OUT WITH BBC 2 TRAIL

17.15.07 T/R
DR. WHO: EPISODE 1 - WIR OF GOD (23/1/5/8135)
(Telerecorded on 21,1,1966 - VT/4T/30935)
Produced by John Wiles
Directed by Paddy Russell
Written by John Lucarotti

Dr. Who: William Hartnell
The Abbot of Amboise: William Hartnell
Steven: Peter Purves
Gaston: Eric Thompson
Servant: Reginald Jessup
Nicholas: David Weston
DR. WHO (CONTINUED)

Cast: (Continued)
Simon.......................... John Tillinger
Landlord........................ Edwin Finn
Roger............................ Christopher Tranchell
Prelin........................... Erik Chitty
Anne.............................. Annette Robertson
Captain of the Guard........... Clive Cates
Non-speaking.................... Robert Bartlett
  Vic Taylor
  Edward Grenville
  David Rounseal
  Emmett Hennesey
  Ken McGervie
  Ken Dougall
  Leslie Conrad
  Charles C'O'Rourke
  Peter Day
  Denis Plenty

TAKING PART IN FILM SEQUENCES
Annette Robertson
Clive Cates
Extras:—
  Vic Taylor
  Valerie Cox
  Katie Heal
  Valerie Taylor
  Jean Channon
  Elizabeth Forbes
  Susan Lane
  Susan Farr
  Tom Sye
  David J. Graham
  Reg Cranfield
  John Beerbohm
  Ernest Smith
  John Lawrence
  Bill Howes
  Charles Erskine
  Fred Readings
  John Pollock
  Charles Gilbert
  Daryl Richards
  David Olive

FILM SEQUENCES USED
BBC STOCK FILM:
  Footage: 31” silent 35mm (Opening titles)
BBC SPECIALLY SHOT
  Footage: 67” sound 35mm

MUSIC ON T.F.E.
BBC RADIOGRAPHIC WORKSHOP
  Opening signature tune
  00’20”
  Ron Grainer

  Closing signature tune
  00’39”
  Ron Grainer

RECORD DUBBED
Illustrations No. 4
  Hunted Run (Florro Arvay)
  Orchestra

  Hudson DM 2890
  00’125”
  00’1’43”
TELEVISION SERVICE - BBC 1  SATURDAY: 12.2.1966

11.58.00  SYMBOL/NARRATION/BBC RECORDING
           Network Opening No. 1 (F. Phillips).
           Freddio Phillips (Guitar)

11.59.50  CLOCK/NARRATION

12.00.00  FURTHER EDUCATION: MAKING A PLAY NO. 4 - BLOCKING THE ACTION
           (Repeat of tailurecording VT/4/7/25957 first transmitted at
           09.59.31 on 6.2.1966)
           Produced by V. Poole

12.30.00  C:PTIONS/SLIDES/CLOCK/RECORDS
           Selections:
           Decca IX 4419
           Get Me To the Church on time (Loewe) 02'24''
           Chappell
           The Sound of Music (Rodgers, Hammerstein) 03'00''
           Williamson Music
           A Hundred Million Miracles (Rodgers, Hammerstein) 02'10''
           Williamson Music
           Ted Heath and his Music

12.40.00  FILM NOTICE BOARD
           FILM SEQUENCES USED
           OTHER SOURCES
           SOURCE: C.O.I.
           Footage: 100' sound 35mm (Problem of litter)
                    104' sound 35mm (Gift for Life)
                    102' sound 35mm (Call export intelligence)
                    100' sound 35mm (Road safety)

12.44.43  CLOCK/NARRATION/CIFICATIONS
           CRYSTAL PALACE, WEMBLEY AND ROWRIDGE OPT OUT WITH BBC 2 TRAIL

12.45.00  GRANDSTAND (73/1/6/0009)
           (Details on page 15)

17.02.00-  Soo separate shoot for Divis, Londonderry, Kirk O'Shotts, Moldrum,
17.15.00   Thrumster, Orkney, Rosemarkie, Shetland

17.14.45  CLOCK/NARRATION
           SUTTON COLDFIELD OPT OUT WITH BBC 2 TRAIL
           CRYSTAL PALACE, WEMBLEY AND ROWRIDGE OPT OUT WITH BBC 2 TRAIL
           HOLME MOSS OPT OUT WITH BBC 2 TRAIL

17.15.00  T/R  DR. WHO: EPISODE 2 - THE SEI: BSGAR (23/1/5/3136)
           (Toleroced on 28.1.1966 - VT/4/7/30930) 24'43''
           Produced by John Miles
           Directed by Paddy Russell
           Script by John Lucarotti
DR. WHO (CONTINUED)

Cast:

Gaston.............................Eric Thompson
Nicholas............................David Weston
Stevon..............................Peter Purves
Landlord............................Edwin Fimm
Anne.................................Annette Robertson
Servant..............................Reginald Jessup
Rogor.................................Christopher Tranchell
Marshall Tavannes...................Andre Marcell
Admiral do Coligny...................Leonard Sachs
Old Lady..............................Cynthia Etherton
Simon.................................John Tilling
Old Man.............................Juba Kermel

TAKING PART IN FILM SEQUENCES

William Hartnell (The Abbot of Amboise)
Peter Purves
Annette Robertson
Christopher Tranchell
John Clifford (Stevon's double)
Hugh Cecil (Priest)
Pat Corman (Guard)
John Freeman (Guard)

FILM SEQUENCES USED

BBC STOCK FILM
Footage: 35 sound 35mm (Titles)
BBC SPECIALLY SHOT
Footage: 400 sound 35mm

MUSIC ON TAPE

BBC RADIOPHONIC WORKSHOP
Signature tune (Opening and Closing)
Doctor Who
R. Grainger

RECORD DUBBED

Illustrations No. 4 (Pierre Arvey)
Hunted Man
Frightened Man
Orchestra

17.39.43  CLOCK/NARRATION

17.40.00  NEWS

Read by Robert Dougall (SHF)

MUSIC DUBBED ON FILM

Lancashire Light Orchestra
Opening signature tune

Newsroom 1

Simon Campbell  Inter-Art

17.48.15  WEATHERMAN/SUMMARY CHART/SYMBOL/NARRATION

SUTTON COLDFIELD OPT CUT WITH BBC 2 TITLE
GRANDSTAND (CONT.)

FILM SEQUENCES USED

Bbc Stock Film

Footage: 15' Sound 16 mm (Opening titles)
16' Sound 16 mm (Closing titles)
34' Silent 16 mm

Bbc specially shot

Footage: 392 Sound 16 mm (Boxing)

Other Sources:

Source: a.e.c.

Footage: 371' Sound 16 mm (cricket)

Record DUBbed onto Tape

Background:

Signature tune (begin and end)

Nova Scoop (Lee Stevens)

Symphonic Orchestra

Harmonia GBL 385

00'24" 00'25"

17.14.45

CLOCK/NARRATION

CRYSTAL PALACE, WERNHUR, ROWE RIDGE OPT CUT WITH Bbc 2 Trail

17.05.00-
17.15.00

17.15.02 T/R

Dr. Who - SERIAL W: EPISODE 3: PRIEST OF DEATH (23/1/56/1377)
(Televised on 4.2.1966 - Vei/l10.30725) (24.35")

Produced by John Wiles
Directed by Paddy Russell
Script: John Lucarotti

Casts:

Abbot of Anboise..................William Hartnell
Steven......................Peter Purves
Anne............................Annette Robertson
Charles IX........................Barry Justice
Catherine de Medici.............Joan Young
Marquis de Lavanlie..............Andre Moreil
Admiral de Coligny...............Leonard Shoob
Telergy....................Michael Bilton
Priest...........................Norman Claridge
Roger..........................Christopher Trenchall
Nicholas.......................David Weston
Servant..........................Reginald Jessup
Captain.........................Clive Cates
Old Woman.....................Cynthia Etherington
1st Mote........................Will Smale
2nd man..........................Ernest Smith

Non-speaking artists:

Guards.........................Denis Plenty
................................Nigel James
Usher.........................George Romane
Council.......................Graham Tunbridge
................................Nigel Bernard
................................Leslie Sharnoff
................................Robert Pearson

Citizens of Paris.............Elizabeth Digby-Smith
................................Elaine Lavelle
................................Marguerite Young
................................Leila Yords
................................Ursula Glandville
................................Joanna Hobson
................................Margo Abbott
DR. WHO (CONT.)

Cast (Cont.)

Non-speaking artists (Cont.)

Citizens of Paris......Harry Mitchell
Harry Hynes
Gerry Holmes
Barry Noble
Declan Cuff
John Terrall
Alan Vakeling
Pat Leckro
Len Russell
Edward Phillips
Eric Mills
Donald Campbell
Fred Taylor

TAKING PART IN FILM SEQUENCES

Leonard Sachs
Michael Bilton
David Weston
Norton Clarke
Freeman Tunbridge
Tom Sye
Ralph Katterns
Derek Martin
Eddie Davis
Yanos Juroh
Ricki Patterson
Peter Stewart
Valerie Stanton
Andre Cameron
Margo Abbot

FILM SEQUENCES USED

BBC STOCK FILM

Footage: 31 1/2 Sound 35 mm (Opening titles)

BBC SPECIALY SHOT

Footage: 206 1/2 Sound 35 mm

MUSIC ON TAPE

RON GALINER AND THE BBC RADIOPHONIC WORKSHOP

Opening signature tune for 'Dr. Who'
00'20"
R. Galiner M3

Closing signature tune for 'Dr. Who'
00'18"
R. Galiner M3

RECORD DUBBED

Illustrations No. 4

Hunted Man (Pierre Arvay)
Frightened Man (Pierre Arvay)
Orchestra

17.39.35  CLOCK/NARRATION/CAPTIONS

17.40.00  NEWS

Read by Michael Aspel (SNP) (08'59")

REPORT ON MATHEW RESIGNATION/SERVICES OUTLOOK

By Reginald Turvill (SNP) 01'49"

REPORT ON MATHEW RESIGNATION/COMMONS OUTLOOK

By Edward Rennar (SNP) 01'33"

MUSIC DUBBED ON FILM

LANSORBNE LIGHT ORCHESTRA

Signature tune
Newsroom 1 00'10" Simon Campbell Inter-Act
GRANDSTAND (CONT.)

FILM SEQUENCES USED
BBC STOCK FILM
Footage: 22' Sound 16 mm (Opening titles)
15' Sound 16 mm (Closing titles)
8' Sound 16 mm

OTHER SOURCES
SOURCE: M.C.L.
Footage: 1706' Sound 16 mm (Big Three Golf)

RECORD DUBBED TO FILM (Background)
Signature Tune (Begin and end) Harmonic CRL 383
News Beacon (Les Stevens) 00'35"
Symphonics orchestra 00'24"

MUSIC ON "EX" (VT/42/51695)

SKetch: (Visual)
Private recordings - details unobtainable

17.14.45
CLOCK/NARRATION
CRYSTAL PALACE, WEMBLEY, ROWBRIE OPT OUT WITH BBC 2 TRAIL
HOLME MOSS OPT OUT WITH BBC 2 TRAIL

17.03.00 - 17.15.00
See separate sheet for: Divis, Londonderry, Kirk O'Shotts, Meldrum,
Thrumsay, Orkney, Ross Markus, Shetland

17.15.00 T/R
DR. WHO - SERIAL 'T' = NO. 4, BELL OF DOOM (23/1/5366) (VT/42/51107) (25'06")
(Televised on 21.2.1966 - VT/42/51107) (25'06")
Produced by John Wiles
Directed by Paddy Russell
Copyright: John Lucarotti

Cast:
Dr. Who.........................William Hartnell
Steven..........................Peter Purves
Anne............................Annette Robertson
Tavannes.........................Andre Morell
Catherine de Medicis...........Joan Young
Simon...........................John Tillinger
De Coligny......................Leonard Sachs
Taligry.........................Michael Bilton
Gaston.........................Eric Thompson
Nicholas.........................David Weston
1st guard.......................Jack Tarran
2nd guard.......................Leslie Bates
Officer.........................John Slavid
Dodo Chaplet...................Jackie Lane
Non-speaking Artists:
Servant.........................Alan Vickers
Guards..........................Derek Schaffer
Frances Whitley
Montagu Howard
James Haswell
Jeffrey Witterick
Roy Pierce
Jim Appleby
Mike Reid
Arthur Mcguire
John Freeman
DR. WHO (CONT.)
TAKING PART IN FILM SEQUENCES
David Weston
Michael Bilton
Leonard Sachs
Jackie Lane
Marguerite Young

FACILITIES
Prints:

FILM SEQUENCES USED
BBC STOCK FILM
Footage: 30' Sound 35 mm (Title)
BBC SPECIALLY SHOT
Footage: 117' Sound 35 mm
24' Sound 35 mm

MUSIC ON TAPE
RON GRAINGER AND THE BBC RADIOPHONIC WORKSHOP
Signature tune (Beg. and end)
00'19"
00'55"

Ron Grainger MS

RECORDS DUBBED
Illustrations No. 1
Hunted Man (Pierre Arvay)
Orchestra
Hudson IW 2890 00'17"

Illustrations No. 2
Little Prelude (Pierre Arvay)
Orchestra
Hudson IW 2890 01'15"

17.40.06
CLOCK/NARRATION
17.40.15
NEWS
Read by Richard Baker (SW) (SW)
MUSIC DUBBED ON FILM
LANDSDElobe LIGHT ORCHESTRA
Signature tune
Newsroom I
00'10" Simon Campbell Inter-Art

17.48.50
WEATHERMAN/NATIONAL SUMMARY CHART/SYMBOL/NARRATION
17.49.53
JUKE BOX JURY (12/1/6/1953)
(Details on page 21)

18.14.47
SYMBOL/NARRATION/
APPEAL TRTALS: THE BEATLES
(Details on page 22)

18.15.18 T/R
DIXON OF DOCK GREEN: THE PACT (11/1/6/1953)
(Televised on 14.2.1966 - V1/17/31309) (44'47"
Produced by David Amoy
Script: Eric Paice